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I. I NTRODUCTION
HERE is currently a strong interest in both industry
and academia in the softwarization of telecommunication networks and cloud computing infrastructures. This
evolution is enabled by three paradigms. First, SoftwareDefined Networking (SDN) allows network control to
be separated from the forwarding plane and allows for
a flexible management of the network resources. Second,
Network Virtualization (NV) brings virtualization concepts
to the network, similar to cloud computing, which was
enabled by virtualization of servers. Third, Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) focuses on virtualization of softwarebased network functions. Instead of installing and managing
dedicated hardware devices for these functions, they are implemented as software components and deployed on commodity
hardware infrastructures, in most cases operated by a network
operator or cloud infrastructure provider. Service Function
Chaining (SFC) consists of building services using virtual network functions (VNFs). These three paradigms are synergetic
and reinforce each other when used together. Several initial
SDN, NV and NFV deployments are already operational in
providers’ networks.
In order to efficiently manage softwarized networks and
to be able to use them to their full potential, there are
many interesting challenges that need to be addressed in the
areas of Software-Defined Networks, Network Virtualization,
and Network Function Virtualization. In an earlier special
issue on “Efficient Management of SDN/NFV-based Systems”
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in IEEE Transaction on Network and Service Management,
published in two parts [1], [2], the main reported research
contributions were: efficient resource allocation and management of softwarized network functions [3], [4], design
of high-performance platforms to allow network function virtualization on commodity machines [5], enabling
efficient collaboration between providers in softwarized
networks [6], optimizations to flow-based software-defined
networks to address the scalability and energy consolidation requirements [7], [8], programming abstractions in wireless software-defined networks [9], and improved network
virtualization to more efficiently support latency sensitive
applications [10].
As many more challenges need to be addressed, the current special issue reports upon recent advances in the area of
“Management of Softwarized Networks”.
In parallel, the IEEE NetSoft conference was established
and dedicated to research on network softwarization. The first
two editions respectively held in London, U.K., in 2015, and
in Seoul, South Korea, in 2016 considered additional management issues in SDN and NFV systems. IEEE NetSoft
2017 that will be organized in Bologna, Italy, on July 3-7,
2017 will extend these considerations towards the design and
management of 5G ecosystems.
II. S PECIAL I SSUE OVERVIEW
Based on the above mentioned evolutions, it is clear that
efficient management of software-defined virtualized telecommunication systems is of key importance for the future. This
special issue welcomed submissions addressing the important
challenges and presenting novel research or experimentation
results. Survey papers that offered a perspective on related
work and identify key challenges for future research have been
considered as well.
Fifty four papers were submitted for this special issue.
The submitted papers were thoroughly reviewed and some
authors were given the time to update their papers and to
address in detail the concerns raised by the reviewers. It was
finally decided to accept fifteen papers for inclusion in this
special issue.
The time between initial submission and publication of the
revised papers in this special issue was six months.
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The selected papers in this special issue address critical topics that play a central role in the efficient management of
softwarized telecommunication systems: SDN control planes
optimizations, improvements of OpenFlow network traffic
balancing and resilience, SDN traffic management optimizations, advanced virtual network embedding algorithms, including algorithms for reliable embedding, efficient NFV resource
management and advanced platforms for the management of
softwarized network systems.
III. ACCEPTED PAPERS
From the selected papers, in this special issue, three
papers deal with advances in SDN control plane management (Section III-A), four papers focus on optimizations to
Openflow networks and SDN traffic management (Section IIIB), four papers present techniques for advanced management
of virtual networks (Section III-C), and finally four papers
report advances in the management of NFV-based systems
(Section III-D).
A. Novel SDN Control Plane Management
In “Control Plane Latency with SDN Network Hypervisors:
The Cost of Virtualization”, Blenk et al. [11] present a modelbased analysis of SDN hypervisor architectures and introduce
mixed integer programming formulations for four different
SDN network hypervisor architectures in order to optimize
the placement of multi-controller switches in virtualized
OpenFlow-enabled SDN networks. Detailed evaluation results
are presented, comparing the control plane latencies of the different SDN hypervisor architectures and quantifying the cost
of virtualization, i.e., the latency overhead due to virtualizing
SDN networks via hypervisors.
In “SDN Partitioning: A Centralized Control Plane for
Distributed Routing Protocols”, Caria et al. [12] focus on
hybrid networks, where SDN is deployed to control prioritized
traffic and OSPF to assure care-free operation of best effort
traffic. The authors propose a new hybrid network architecture, referred to as SDN Partitioning (SDNp), which establishes
centralized control over the distributed routing protocol by partitioning the topology into sub-domains with SDN-enabled border
nodes. The required network management models for SDNp
are detailed and a thorough performance study is presented.
In “The Budgeted Maximum Coverage Problem in Partially
Deployed Software Defined Networks”, Wu et al. [13] study
the coexistence of software-defined networking (SDN) nodes
with legacy nodes in hybrid networks, from a technoeconomical perspective. The upgrade strategy to gradually
deploy SDN nodes over time is considered in detail, taking
into account budget constraints for the upgrade cycles. Two
heuristic solutions are proposed and thoroughly evaluated and
compared to other algorithms, in terms of investment cost and
achieved hop coverage.
B. Optimizations to Openflow Networks and SDN
Traffic Management
Two papers focus on improvements of OpenFlow networks. In “Flexible Traffic Splitting in OpenFlow Networks”,
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Tuncer et al. [14] focus on multipath routing coupled with
arbitrary traffic splitting in OpenFlow networks. In contrast
to existing approaches which mostly focus on equal splitting
solutions, the authors present a new approach which exploits
the properties of bit-masking operations to enable flexible traffic management in OpenFlow networks. It is shown that a high
splitting accuracy can be obtained without requiring complex
extensions to the OpenFlow protocol.
In “Optimization of SDN Flow Operations in Multi-Failure
Restoration Scenarios”, Astaneh and Heydari [15] present
techniques for efficient execution of flow operations (i.e.,
adding or removing flow-entries to/from the flow-tables) to
dynamically restore disrupted flows. The authors aim to minimize the number of operations and formulate integer programs
to find the most appropriate paths in case of multi-failure scenarios. By means of detailed simulations, the trade-off between
path cost and the number of operations is analyzed.
Two papers deal with SDN traffic management optimizations. In “Time4: Time for SDN”, Mizrahi and Moses [16]
present a new approach for path reconfiguration in SDN networks, while minimizing disruptions during network updates.
An important component of the approach is TIME4, a tool
designed by the authors to assist in various network update
scenarios, including heavily utilized networks. The obtained
packet loss in the considered update scenarios is characterized.
The design and implementation details of a TIME4-enabled
SDN network prototype are presented, together with a characterization of the benefits of the approach.
In “Consistent Network Management for Software-defined
Networking based Multicast”, Kohler et al. [17] introduce
a management architecture allowing for an appropriate selection of an update mechanism in software-defined networks and
its parameters based on expected inconsistency effects. The
update consistency for the case of multicast routing is investigated in detail. An update procedure for multicast routing
updates is presented: this procedure identifies critical update
steps, which are fed back into the reconfiguration process,
along with a lightweight approach that allows for the selection
of an update strategy. Furthermore, an optimization of an existing update approach is presented together with an approach for
in-network filtering of duplicates.
C. Advanced Techniques for Management of Virtual
Networks
In “Resource Slicing in Virtual Wireless Networks:
A Survey”, Richart et al. [18] present a survey of techniques
for splitting a wireless network infrastructure into isolated virtual slices under their own management, requirements and
characteristics. 5G, LTE and WiFi networks are considered.
Because of the dynamicity and shared nature of the wireless
medium in these networks, guaranteeing these isolated virtual
slices has proven to be difficult. The paper presents the detailed
definition of the problem, a discussion of research challenges,
and a detailed review of existing works with focus on SDN
and NFV-based approaches.
In “Efficient Virtual Network Optimization across
Multiple Domains without Revealing Private Information”,
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Mano et al. [19] present algorithms for virtual network
embedding in multi-domain networks under the assumption
that providers do not share their private information including resource costs. The presented method employs secure
multi-party computation for masking sensitive values and is
able to optimize virtual networks in a time-efficient way.
Experimental evaluations show the low execution times and
optimality of the algorithms, even for large virtual networks.
In “A Reliable Embedding Framework for Elastic
Virtualized Services in the Cloud”, Ayoubi et al. [20] detail
a novel technique for reliable embedding of virtual network
requests given the heterogeneous failure rates of physical
network components. The authors propose a framework that
consists of two main modules: an availability-aware resource
allocation embedding module for VNs, and a reliable reconfiguration module to adapt the embedding of hosted services.
By means of numerical results, it is shown that the framework
enhances the acceptance rate of virtual network requests and
increases the provider’s long-term revenue.
In “Generating Virtual Network Embedding Problems with
Guaranteed Solutions”, Fischer and de Meer [21] introduce
a new approach for generating realistic virtual network embedding scenarios. The authors demonstrate how to produce
scenarios with a guaranteed exact solution, which is very useful for a thorough evaluation of existing and future virtual
network embedding algorithms.
D. Advanced Management of NFV-Based Systems
Two papers in this special issue deal with NFV
Resource Management. In “Resource Allocation in NFV:
A Comprehensive Survey”, Botero and Herrera [22] present
a detailed state-of-the-art overview of NFV Resource
Allocation (NFV-RA) algorithms. A novel classification is
presented of the main approaches for solving NFV-RA. In
addition, the authors present their view on future research
challenges in the context of NFV-RA.
In “A Scalable Algorithm for the Placement of Service
Function Chains”, Mechtri et al. [23] propose an eigendecomposition-based approach for the placement of virtual
and physical network functions chains in softwarized networks. The performance of the approach is compared in detail
to both a custom greedy algorithm and a multi-stage based
method from the state of the art. The performance evaluation
results show that the proposed approach outperforms the other
techniques in terms of request acceptance rate and provider’s
revenue.
Finally, two papers deal with the design of advanced
platforms for management of softwarized networks. In
“Towards a Fully Cloudified Mobile Network Infrastructure”,
Sousa et al. [24] focus on the design of a softwarized infrastructure for Mobile Network Operators (MNOs). The authors
present in detail the designed architecture, prototype implementations and obtained evaluation results. By means of
two proof-of-concept scenarios, the benefits of the designed
softwarized infrastructure are demonstrated.
Finally, in “Information Exchange Management as
a Service for Network Function Virtualization Environments”,

Mamatas et al. [25] present an Information Exchange
Management as a Service facility as an extension to ETSI’s
NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO) framework,
namely the Virtual Infrastructure Information Service (VIS).
VIS supports information flow establishment, operation, and
optimization and is information-model agnostic. The authors
also report an experimental analysis of the main functional
and non-functional characteristics of the designed Virtual
Infrastructure Information Service.
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